A Collaboration Designed to Help
Enhance Outcomes
PREPARING FOR A VALUE-BASED
FUTURE
The market is accelerating from volume- to value-

AN END-TO-END SOLUTION
FOR YOUR VALUE-BASED
CARE JOURNEY

based care, where economic incentives for payers

Whether you are considering entering a value-based

and providers are aligned to help improve health

contract or launching and operating your own health

status and outcomes for patients.

plan, Maestro can help you from strategy design to
execution. We meet you where you are on your

The COVID-19 pandemic has put a spotlight on
health care’s vulnerabilities to fee-for-service and
volume-based reimbursement. COVID-19 impacts

journey — we help you develop a straight-forward
strategy for where your health system is today and for
what you need tomorrow.

have accelerated a growing interest in value-based
initiatives, with nearly half of surveyed health care

Population Health Services Organization

executives indicating increased interest in

We strive to drive improved performance across

alternative payment models.
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THE SUPPORT YOU NEED

value-based populations, like Medicare Advantage,
commercial and Medicaid. You do not need to take a
piecemeal approach — Maestro offers technology

To help health systems capitalize on these market

and services built into our PHSO that are designed to

trends, Cerner and Lumeris are collaborating

help optimize your provider network, transform care

through Maestro™. Maestro offers an end-to-end

delivery, align organizational governance, improve

value-based care solution combining an EHR-

patient outcomes and experience, and provide

agnostic technology, data and insights platform with

additional operational support (figure below).

an operational model based on ten years of
experience, to assist you in building your own
population health services organization (PHSO).

OUR APPROACH
support clinical and financial outcomes across the

DESIGNED TO ACCELERATE
SUCCESS IN VALUE-BASED CARE

populations you serve. We offer an aligned

o Lumeris brings 10+ years of

We align our collaboration around your success to

engagement model aimed to help amplify consumer

collaborative provider/payer

and provider satisfaction — joining together the

experience with validated results on

combined expertise, best practices and insights from

cost and quality improvements

both organizations to support health systems on their
journey to value.

o Cerner brings EHR-agnostic
technologies designed to scale and

Maestro is designed to help you:
• Develop a long-term, strategic plan specific to
your value-based journey across all populations
• Implement an operational plan to accelerate your
organization’s migration to value-based models
• Engage providers using proven programs and
methodologies to transform care delivery

leverage health systems’ existing EHR
infrastructures
o Lumeris brings a model aimed to
mitigate operational risk and accelerate
the transition to value-based care
o Cerner brings both integration knowhow and a data and insights platform

• Onboard clinical data from disparate EHRs and

designed to help alleviate challenges

financial and administrative data, providing a

associated with integrating disparate

more holistic view of your populations

systems and data, offering actionable
data at the point of care

• Gain efficiencies in critical operating processes,
like value-based contract modeling, clinical

o Together, Maestro brings an end-to-end

programs, risk adjustment and related areas that

population health solution designed to

impact outcomes

help you on your journey to a value-

• Bring transparency to provider network

based world

performance and improvement opportunities

PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE WITH
MAESTRO

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE

info@maestrovalue.com

The growing demand for high-quality, cost-effective
care — that improves outcomes — will help drive
health systems preparing for a sustainable future.
Position your organization for success with Maestro.
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